Fielding & Sample specifications

- Dates: data collection should begin on or after November 9.
- Eligibility: respondents should meet two eligibility criteria:
  - U.S. citizens
  - Age 18 or older
- \( n = 1,500 \) completions

Programming & Design specifications

- Paging design: display one question per page unless otherwise specified.
- Nonresponse prompting: Unless otherwise noted for a specific item, for every item to which the R fails to respond, please re-display the item once with the following text above it: We noticed that you did not answer the question below. We would be very grateful if you would be willing to provide your best answer, even if you’re not completely sure. But if you’d prefer to skip this question, you can click the forward button to continue.
  - Nonresponse prompt records: record whether or not the nonresponse prompt is shown.
- Types: items are “single-punch” radio button responses unless otherwise specified.
- No backup option: no “back” button on the page.
- No progress bar: no progress bar is displayed on the page.
- Missing data and nonresponse codes: Please assign a numeric code to all variables rather than using system missing. Please use the following nonresponse codes:
  - -1: inapplicable, legitimate skip. Use this code when the specified flow through the questionnaire makes a question inapplicable. For example, a “how strongly do you favor that” follow-up question would be coded -1 when the preceding answer was “oppose.”
  - -4: other/error: data are missing due to a technical problem.
  - -7: no answer; the question was displayed to the respondent, but the R clicked “Next” without answering the question.
- Variable names: Names for item variables are in brackets in lower case to the left of each item, such as “[follow]” for the first item in the survey.
- Codes for response options are indicated next to the response options. These are not displayed to the respondent, unless otherwise specified.
- Randomization: record all random assignments. Randomize independently, unless otherwise specified.
• Timing: Record all item timings in seconds
• Administrative variables to deliver merged with the data:
  o number of previous panel surveys completed
  o date of panel enrollment
  o date and time of interview completion
  o duration of interview in seconds or minutes (or start and end times)
• All available profile items deliver merged with the data.
  o birthyr
  o gender
  o race
  o educ
  o marstat
  o child18
  o employ
  o faminc_new
  o inputstate
  o pid3
  o pid7
  o votereg
  o presvote16post
  o presvote20post
  o ideo5
  o religpew
  o pew_bornagain
  o pre_religimp
  o pew_churatd
  o pew_prayer
  o newsint
  o hispanic
  o speakspanish
  o immigrant
  o industrynaics
  o urbanicity
  o ownhome
  o genhealth
  o healthinsur_srg
  o pp_smoke100
SURVEY INTRODUCTION

We would like to include you as a participant in a research study. If you agree to be in this study, we will ask for your views on certain social and political issues. Participation is voluntary, and you may decline to answer any questions you do not want to answer. The survey will take about 30 minutes to finish. Your [Vendor] Account will be credited with 3,000 points for completing the survey.

This survey is sponsored by the University of Michigan. If you have any questions or comments about the survey you may contact Lauren Guggenheim at [PHONE], or by email at [EMAIL].

If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, or wish to obtain information, ask questions or discuss any concerns about this study with someone other than the researcher(s), please contact the following: University of Michigan Health Sciences and Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board (IRB-HSBS), 2800 Plymouth Road Building 520, Room 1169, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2800, Telephone: 734-936-0933 or toll free (866) 936-0933 Fax: 734-936-1852 E-mail: irbhsbs@umich.edu

[FOLLOW POLITICS]

1. follow Some people seem to follow what’s going on in government and public affairs most of the time, whether there’s an election going on or not. Others aren’t that interested. Would you say you follow what’s going on in government and public affairs most of the time, some of the time, only now and then, or hardly at all?

   1. Most of the time
   2. Some of the time
   3. Only now and then
   4. Hardly at all

[VOTER REGISTRATION]

2. reg Are you registered to vote, or not?

   1. Yes, registered to vote at my current address
   2. Yes, registered to vote at a different address
   3. No, not registered

3. whenreg [IF reg=1 OR 2]

When did you register to vote for the first time?

   1. In the past twelve months
   2. 1-2 years ago
3. 3-4 years ago
4. 5 or more years ago

4. [howreg] [IF whenreg=1 OR 2]

How did you register to vote, the first time?

1. Online
2. By mail
3. In person as part of a voter registration drive
4. In person at the DMV or state driver licensing office
5. In person at another location

[howreg_os] 6. Other (please specify) [TEXT BOX]

5. [regdiff] [IF whenreg=1 OR 2]

How difficult was it for you to register to vote?

1. Not difficult at all
2. A little difficult
3. Moderately difficult
4. Very difficult
5. Extremely difficult

[2022 TURNOUT AND CHOICE]

6. [turnout22] [GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_PIPE = 1,2,3]

[IF RAND_PIPE=1, 3]

In the election held on November 8, did you definitely vote in person on election day, vote in person before Nov 8, vote by mail, did you definitely not vote, or are you not completely sure whether you voted in that election?

1. Definitely voted in person on Nov 8
2. Definitely voted in person, before Nov 8
3. Definitely voted by mail
4. Definitely did not vote
5. Not completely sure

7. [turnout22ns] [If turnout22=5]

If you had to guess, would you say that you probably did vote in the election held on November 8, or probably did not vote in that election?
1. Probably did vote
2. Probably did not vote

8. **[turnout22w]** [If turnout22 IN(2,3) OR turnout22ns=1]

When did you vote?

1. On election day, November 8
2. One week before election day or less
3. 2-3 weeks before election day
4. More than 3 weeks before election day

9. **[pipevote22a]** [IF RAND_PIPE=2]

We talk to many people who tell us they did not vote. And we talk to a few people who tell us they did vote, who really did not. We can tell they did not vote by checking with official government records. What about you? If we check the official government voter records, will they show that you voted in the election held on November 8, or that you did not vote in that election?

1. I did not vote
2. I voted

10. **[pipevote22b]** [IF pipevote22a=2] How and when did you vote?

1. Voted in person on November 8
2. Voted in person before November 8
3. Voted by mail

11. **[votehard]** [IF turnout22 IN(1,2,3) OR turnout22ns = 1 OR pipevote22a=2]

How difficult was it for you to vote?

1. Not difficult at all
2. A little difficult
3. Moderately difficult
4. Very difficult
5. Extremely difficult

12. **[vharder 1-12]** [MULTIPUNCH]

Here is a list of things some people say might make it harder for U.S. citizens to vote. Whether or not you were able to vote, please indicate if any of the following made it harder for you to vote in the 2022 general election.
Mark all that apply.

[vharder0] Difficulty registering to vote
[vharder1] Long wait time at my polling place
[vharder2] Concerns about my identification card
[vharder3] The voting machine was too complicated to operate
[vharder4] Hard to figure out where my polling place was located
[vharder5] Takes too long to get to the polling place from where I live
[vharder6] Costs too much for transportation to my polling place
[vharder7] My work schedule
[vharder8] Bad weather
[vharder9] Difficult to obtain an absentee ballot
[vharder10] Did not have postage to mail back my ballot
[vharder11] Other problem [TEXT BOX 60 CHARACTERS]
[vharder12] None of these [ALLOW ONLY IF NO OTHER RESPONSE IS MARKED]

13. [waittime] [If turnout22=1,2 OR pipevote22b=1,2] About how long was the wait time at your polling place?

   1. 0-15 minutes
   2. 16-30 minutes
   3. 31-59 minutes
   4. 1-2 hours
   5. More than 2 hours

14. [triptime] [IF turnout22=1,2 OR pipevote22b=1,2] About how long did it take you to get to your polling place?

   1. 0-15 minutes
   2. 16-30 minutes
   3. 31-59 minutes
   4. 1-2 hours
   5. More than 2 hours

15. [house22t] [IF turnout22 IN(1,2,3) OR turnout22ns = 1 OR pipevote22a=2]

   How about the election for U.S. House of Representatives in Washington, DC? Did you vote for a candidate for the U.S. House of Representatives, or did you not vote for that office?

   1. Voted for a U.S. House candidate
   2. Did not vote for that office
16. **[house22p]**  [IF house22t = 1]

For the U.S. House did you vote for a Democrat, a Republican, or another party or independent candidate?

1. Democrat
2. Republican
3. another party or independent candidate

17. **[senate22t]**  [IF (turnout22 IN(1,2,3) OR turnout22ns = 1 OR pipevote22a=2) AND inputstate IN(AL, AK, AZ, AR, CA, CO, CT, FL, GA, HI, ID, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, LA, MD, MO, NV, NH, NY, NC, ND, OH, OK, OR, PA, SC, SD, UT, VT, WA, WI)]

How about the election for U.S. Senate in Washington, DC? Did you vote for a candidate for the United States Senate, or did you not vote for that office?

1. Voted for a U.S. Senate candidate
2. Did not vote for that office

18. **[senate22p]**  [IF senate22t = 1]

[INCLUDE RESPONSE OPTION 4 AND PARENTHETICAL TEXT IF inputstate = OK, ELSE OMIT OPTION 4 AND OMIT PARENTHETICAL TEXT]

For the U.S. Senate, did you vote Democrat, Republican, or another party or independent candidate, or did you vote for Senate candidates from two different parties in your state’s two U.S. Senate races)?

1. Democrat
2. Republican
3. another party or independent candidate
4. two different parties

19. **[gov22t]**  [IF (turnout22 IN(1,2,3) OR turnout22ns = 1 OR pipevote22a=2) AND inputstate IN (AL, AK, AZ, AR, CA, CO, CT, FL, GA, HI, ID, IL, IA, KS, ME, MD, MA, MI, MN, NE, NV, NH, NM, NY, OH, OK, OR, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, VT, WI, WY)]

How about the election for governor? Did you vote for a candidate for governor of [INPUTSTATE], or did you not vote for that office?

1. Voted for governor candidate
2. Did not vote for that office

20. **[gov22p]**  [IF gov22t = 1]
For governor of [INPUTSTATE], did you vote for a Democrat, Republican, or another party?

1. Democrat
2. Republican
3. another party

[RETROSPECTIVE TURNOUT AND CHOICE 2020]

21. turnout20 [IF RAND_PIPE=1, 2]

In 2020, the major candidates for president were Donald Trump for the Republicans and Joe Biden for the Democrats. In that election, did you definitely vote, definitely not vote, or are you not completely sure whether you voted?

1. Definitely voted
2. Definitely did not vote
3. Not completely sure

22. turnout20b [IF turnout20=3]

If you had to guess, would you say that you probably did vote in the 2020 presidential election, or probably did not vote in that election?

1. Probably voted
2. Probably did not vote

23. pipevote20 [IF RAND_PIPE = 3]

Two years ago, in 2020, Joe Biden ran on the Democratic ticket against Donald Trump for the Republicans. We talk to many people who tell us they did not vote. And we talk to a few people who tell us they did vote, who really did not. We can tell they did not vote by checking with official government records. What about you? If we check the official government voter records, will they show that you voted in the 2020 presidential election, or that you did not vote in that election?

1. I did not vote
2. I voted

24. vote20 [IF turnout20=1 OR turnout20b=1 OR pipevote20=2]

In the 2020 presidential election, who did you vote for? Donald Trump, Joe Biden, or someone else?

1. Donald Trump
2. Joe Biden
3. someone else
[PROSPECTIVE TURNOUT]

25. [vote24dt]

If the 2024 presidential election were between Donald Trump for the Republicans and Joe Biden for the Democrats, would you vote for Donald Trump, Joe Biden, someone else, or probably not vote?

1. Donald Trump
2. Joe Biden
3. Someone else
4. probably not vote

[PARTICIPATION]

26. [partstem]

During the past 12 months, have you done the following things, or have you not done them in the past 12 months?

Mark one answer in each row.

[GRID meet-sign, ONE RESPONSE PER ROW]

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]

27. [meet]

Attended a meeting to talk about political or social concern?

1. Have done this in past 12 months
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

28. [give]

Given money to any candidate running for public office, any political party, or any other group that supported or opposed candidates?

1. Have done this in past 12 months
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

29. [givepast]

Given money to an organization or group concerned with a political or social issue?
1. Have done this in past 12 months
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

30. [march]
Joined in a protest march, rally, or demonstration?

1. Have done this in past 12 months
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

31. [online]
Posted a message or comment online about a political issue or campaign?

1. Have done this in past 12 months
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

32. [persuade]
Tried to persuade anyone to vote one way or another?

1. Have done this in past 12 months
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

33. [sign]
Worn a campaign button, put a campaign sticker on your car, or placed a sign in your window or in front of your house?

1. Have done this in past 12 months
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

[GLOBAL EMOTION BATTERY]
34. [emotpreamble]
Generally speaking, how do you feel about the way things are going in the country these days?

Mark one answer in each row.

[GRID gehope-geworry, ONE RESPONSE PER ROW]

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]
35. [gehope]  Hopeful?
   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Somewhat
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

36. [geangry]  Angry?
   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Somewhat
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

37. [geafraid]  Afraid?
   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Somewhat
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

38. [geoutraged]  Outraged?
   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Somewhat
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

39. [gehappy]  Happy?
   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Somewhat
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

40. [geworry]  Worried?
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Somewhat
4. Very
5. Extremely

[PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL]

41. [apppres]
Do you approve, disapprove, or neither approve nor disapprove of the way Joe Biden is handling his job as president?

1. Approve strongly
2. Approve somewhat
3. Neither approve nor disapprove
4. Disapprove somewhat
5. Disapprove strongly

42. [econpres]
Do you approve, disapprove, or neither approve nor disapprove of the way Joe Biden is handling the economy?

1. Approve strongly
2. Approve somewhat
3. Neither approve nor disapprove
4. Disapprove somewhat
5. Disapprove strongly

43. [frnpres]
Do you approve, disapprove, or neither approve nor disapprove of the way Joe Biden is handling relations with foreign countries?

1. Approve strongly
2. Approve somewhat
3. Neither approve nor disapprove
4. Disapprove somewhat
5. Disapprove strongly

[PARTY IDENTIFICATION]

44. [pid1d] [GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_PID = 1 OR 2]

[IF RAND_PID =1]
Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Democrat, a Republican, an independent, or what?

1. Democrat
2. Republican
3. Independent
4. Something else

45. [pid2d] [IF pid1d = 4]
[PROGRAMMING: if pid2d is displayed, display it on the same screen as pid1d.]
What is that? ________________________________

[TEXT BOX]

46. [pid1r] [IF RAND_PID =2]
[NOTE RESPONSE CODE VALUES MATCH pid1d BUT ORDER (2,1,3,4) DIFFERS]
Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent, or what?

2. Republican
1. Democrat
3. Independent
4. Something else

47. [pid2r] [IF pid1r = 4]
[PROGRAMMING: if pid2r is displayed, display it on the same screen as pid1r.]
What is that? ________________________________

[TEXT BOX]

48. [pidstr] [IF pid1d = 1 OR 2 OR pid1r = 1 OR 2]
Would you call yourself a strong (Democrat/Republican) or a not very strong (Democrat/Republican)?

1. Strong (Democrat/Republican)
2. Not very strong (Democrat/Republican)

Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican Party or to the Democratic Party?

1. Closer to the Republican Party
2. Closer to the Democratic Party
3. Neither

Would you describe yourself as more of a supporter of the MAGA movement or more of a supporter of the Republican Party generally?

1. MAGA movement
2. Republican Party generally

We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Here is a seven-point scale on which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal to extremely conservative. Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you thought much about this?

1. Extremely liberal
2. Liberal
3. Slightly liberal
4. Moderate; middle of the road
5. Slightly conservative
6. Conservative
7. Extremely conservative
99. Haven’t thought much about this
[ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE]

52. [retro1]

Compared to 2020, would you say the U.S. economy is much better, somewhat better, about the same, somewhat worse, or much worse?

1. Much better
2. Somewhat better
3. About the same
4. Somewhat worse
5. Much worse

53. [retro2]

Compared to six months ago, would you say the U.S. economy is much better, somewhat better, about the same, somewhat worse, or much worse?

1. Much better
2. Somewhat better
3. About the same
4. Somewhat worse
5. Much worse

54. [infl_1]

Compared to last year, has inflation gotten much better, gotten somewhat better, stayed about the same, gotten somewhat worse, or gotten much worse?

1. Much better
2. Somewhat better
3. About the same
4. Somewhat worse
5. Much worse

[INFLATION]

55. [infl1stem]

Thinking about the past few months, how difficult has it been for you and your family to pay for...?

[RANDOMIZE infl_1a to infl_1c AND RECORD ORDER]
56. [infl_1a]

Gasoline

1. Extremely difficult
2. Very difficult
3. Moderately difficult
4. Not very difficult
5. Not at all difficult
6. My family and I do not buy this

57. [infl_1b]

Groceries and food

1. Extremely difficult
2. Very difficult
3. Moderately difficult
4. Not very difficult
5. Not at all difficult

58. [infl_1c]

Rent or house payment

1. Extremely difficult
2. Very difficult
3. Moderately difficult
4. Not very difficult
5. Not at all difficult
6. My family and I do not have a house payment or rent

59. [infl2stem]

In your view, how much does each of the following contribute to rising prices?

Mark one answer in each row.

[GRID infl_2a-infl_2e, ONE RESPONSE PER ROW]

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]
60. [infl_2a] Government economic policies

1. A great deal
2. Quite a lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

61. [infl_2b] War in Ukraine

1. A great deal
2. Quite a lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

62. [infl_2c] Supply-chain issues

1. A great deal
2. Quite a lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

63. [infl_2d] Excessive corporate profits

1. A great deal
2. Quite a lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

64. [infl_2e] Increased environmental regulation

1. A great deal
2. Quite a lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all
[ISSUE IMPORTANCE]

65. [impstem]

How important are each of the following issues in the country today?

[GRID: RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ISSUE IMPORTANCE ITEMS AND DISPLAY THE FIRST 7 IN ONE GRID AND THE SECOND 7 IN A SECOND GRID ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE. RANDOMIZE ACROSS GRIDS]

66. [imp_a] Covid-19

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

67. [imp_b] Illegal immigration

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

68. [imp_c] Jobs and employment

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

69. [imp_d] The cost of living and rising prices

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

70. [imp_e] Climate change
1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

71. [imp_f] Abortion

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

72. [imp_g] Gun policy

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

73. [imp_h] Crime

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

74. [imp_i] Taxes

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

75. [imp_j] Health care

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

76. [imp_k] Voting rights

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

77. [imp_l] Voter fraud

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

78. [imp_m] What's being taught in public schools

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

79. [imp_n] Overall funding for public schools

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

[ISSUE OWNERSHIP]

80. [ownstem]

Please tell us which political party—[RANDOMIZE] the Democrats or the Republicans—would do a better job handling each of the following issues, or is there no difference.
[GRID: RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ISSUE OWNERSHIP ITEMS. DISPLAY IN TWO GRIDS ON SEPARATE PAGES. RANDOMIZE ACROSS GRIDS]

[RANDOMIZE DEMOCRATS, REPUBLICANS IN GRID PER STEM ORDER]

81. **[own_a]** Covid-19
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

82. **[own_b]** Illegal immigration
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

83. **[own_c]** Jobs and employment
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

84. **[own_d]** The cost of living and rising prices
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

85. **[own_e]** Climate change
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

86. **[own_f]** Abortion
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference
87. **[own_g]** Gun policy
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

88. **[own_h]** Crime
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

89. **[own_i]** Taxes
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

90. **[own_j]** Health care
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

91. **[own_k]** Voting rights
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

92. **[own_l]** Voter fraud
   1. Democrats
   2. Republicans
   3. No difference

**[CLIMATE CHANGE]**

93. **[ccweathus]**
How much, if at all, do you think climate change is currently affecting severe weather events or temperature patterns in the United States?

1. Not at all
2. A little
3. A moderate amount
4. A lot
5. A great deal

[UKRAINE WAR]

94. [ukraine]

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose the United States giving weapons to help Ukraine fight Russia?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

[TRUST IN EXPERTS]

95. [trustexpstem]

How much do you trust the expert opinion of each of the following groups?

Mark one answer in each row.

[GRIDDED, RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER]

96. [trustexpdr] Medical doctors

1. Completely
2. A great deal
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

97. [trustexpcdc] Public health experts

1. Completely
2. A great deal
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

98. [trustexpclim] Climate scientists

1. Completely
2. A great deal
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

99. [trustecon] Economists

1. Completely
2. A great deal
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

[POLITICAL DISAGREEMENT]

100. [socmedia]

Thinking about the political disagreements you've had on social media, how many of them are heated? Or have you never had political disagreements on social media?

1. None
2. A few
3. About half
4. Many
5. All
6. I have never had political disagreements on social media

101. [inperson]

Now, thinking about the political disagreements you've had outside of social media —whether in person, or elsewhere —how many of them are heated? Or have you never had political disagreements outside of social media?

1. None
2. A few
3. About half
4. Many
5. All
6. I have never had political disagreements outside of social media

[ABORTION]

102. [abort_4pta/abort_4ptb]

[SPLIT BALLOT - STEM A]

There has been some discussion about abortion during recent years. Which one of these opinions best agrees with your view?

[SPLIT BALLOT - STEM B]

On the topic of abortion, which of the following comes closest to your view?

1. By law, abortion should never be permitted
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman’s life is in danger
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman’s life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice

[abort_4pt_os] 5. Other {SPECIFY}[TEXT BOX]

103. [abortimp_a/abortimp_b]

How important is this issue to you personally?

[RANDOMIZE INDEPENDENTLY OF abort_4pt]

[SPLIT BALLOT - RESPONSE CATEGORIES A]
1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Somewhat important
4. Not too important
5. Not at all important

[SPLIT BALLOT - RESPONSE CATEGORIES B]
1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

104. [roe]
As you may know, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade, ruling that there is no constitutional right to abortion. Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose the Supreme Court’s decision to overturn Roe v. Wade?

1. Favor
2. Oppose
3. Neither favor nor oppose

105. [roefollow]  [IF R Favors or Opposes]

Do you favor that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? / Do you oppose that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]?

1. A great deal
2. A moderate amount
3. A little

106. [abpros1]

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose prosecuting health care professionals who perform abortions in states where it is banned?

1. Favor
2. Oppose
3. Neither favor nor oppose

107. [abpros1srt]  [IF R Favors or Opposes]

Do you favor that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? / Do you oppose that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]?

1. A great deal
2. A moderate amount
3. A little

108. [abpros2]  Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose prosecuting women who cross state lines to receive an abortion because the procedure is banned in the state where they live?

1. Favor
2. Oppose
3. Neither favor nor oppose
109. [abpros2str]  [IF R Favors or Opposes]

Do you favor that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great
deal]? / Do you oppose that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate amount,
or a great deal]?

1. A great deal
2. A moderate amount
3. A little

110. [abtristem]

For each of the following situations, please indicate if you think abortion should never be legal, if it
should be legal only in the first trimester, legal in the first and second trimesters, or legal in the first,
second and third trimesters.

Mark one answer in each row.

Abortion should be legal:

[RANDOMIZE, GRID abtriun-abtrilife AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]

111. [abtriun]  If the pregnancy is unwanted for any reason

1. Never
2. First trimester only
3. First and second trimesters
4. First, second, and third trimesters

112. [abtridefect]  If a serious birth defect is detected

1. Never
2. First trimester only
3. First and second trimesters
4. First, second, and third trimesters

113. [abtrirape]  If the pregnancy was the result of rape or incest

1. Never
2. First trimester only
3. First and second trimesters
4. First, second, and third trimesters
114. **[abtrilife]** If the pregnancy puts the woman's life at risk

1. Never
2. First trimester only
3. First and second trimesters
4. First, second, and third trimesters

**[INATTENTION FLAG]**

115. **[attnflag]**

What does the word 'trimester' mean to you? If you're not sure, please give your best guess, or just write what the word makes you think of.

[OPEN-ENDED TEXT BOX, NO FORCED RESPONSE- inattention flag]

**[ABORTION EMOTIONS]**

116. **[abemstem]**

Think about the Supreme Court's ruling which overturned Roe v Wade, enabling each state to decide whether or not to protect or to ban abortion. Generally speaking, how does Roe v Wade being overturned make you feel?

*Mark one answer in each row.*

[GRID, ONE RESPONSE PER ROW]

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]

117. **[abhope]** Hopeful?

1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Somewhat
4. Very
5. Extremely

118. **[abangry]** Angry?

1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Somewhat
4. Very
5. Extremely

119. [abafraid] Afraid?
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Somewhat
4. Very
5. Extremely

120. [abhappy] Happy?
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Somewhat
4. Very
5. Extremely

121. [abworry] Worried?
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Somewhat
4. Very
5. Extremely

122. [aboutaged] Outraged?
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Somewhat
4. Very
5. Extremely

[TRANSGENDER ATTITUDES]

123. [transbath1] [GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_TRANSB = 1 OR 2]
[IF RAND_TRANSB=1]
How strongly do you favor or oppose allowing transgender people—that is, people who identify as the gender different from the one they were born as—to use public bathrooms that match the gender they identify with?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

124. [transbath2] [IF RAND_TRANSB=2]

How strongly do you favor or oppose allowing transgender people to use public bathrooms that match the gender they identify with?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

125. [transsport1] [GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_TRANSSP = 1 OR 2]
[IF RAND_TRANSSP=1]

How strongly do favor or oppose allowing transgender high school athletes to compete on teams that match the gender they identify with?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

126. [transsport2] [IF RAND_TRANSSP=2]

How strongly do you favor or oppose requiring transgender high school athletes to compete on teams that match their sex at birth?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose
### GUNS AND CRIME

127. [gunown]

How important to you is protecting the right to own guns?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

128. [victimcrimebl]

How worried are you about black citizens being the victims of violent crime?

1. Extremely worried
2. Very worried
3. Moderately worried
4. Slightly worried
5. Not at all worried

129. [victimpolicebl]

How worried are you about black citizens being hurt or killed by the police?

1. Extremely worried
2. Very worried
3. Moderately worried
4. Slightly worried
5. Not at all worried

### IMMIGRANT EMOTIONS

130. [imemstem]

Think about immigrants coming from other countries to live in the United States. Generally speaking, how do immigrants coming from other countries to live in the United States make you feel?

Mark one answer in each row.

[GRID, ONE RESPONSE PER ROW]

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]
131. [imhope] Hopeful?
   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Somewhat
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

132. [imangry] Angry?
   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Somewhat
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

133. [imafraid] Afraid?
   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Somewhat
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

134. [imhappy] Happy?
   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Somewhat
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

135. [imworry] Worried?
   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Somewhat
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

136. [imoutraged] Outraged?
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Somewhat
4. Very
5. Extremely

[DEMOCRATIC ATTITUDES / MISINFORMATION]

137. [sec3preamble] [APPEAR ON SAME PAGE AS DEMCONF]
Now, we'd like to learn your thoughts about recent elections in the U.S.

138. [demconf]
Generally speaking, how healthy is the U.S. system of democracy?

1. Extremely healthy
2. Very healthy
3. Moderately healthy
4. Slightly healthy
5. Not at all healthy

139. [demsatisfy]
On the whole, how satisfied are you with the way democracy works in the United States?

1. Extremely satisfied
2. Very satisfied
3. Moderately satisfied
4. Slightly satisfied
5. Not at all satisfied

140. [miselwin]
In the 2020 presidential election, do you believe that [Joe Biden/Donald Trump] was the legitimate winner, or that [Donald Trump/Joe Biden] was the legitimate winner?

[RANDOMIZE WORDING, RESPONSE OPTIONS]

1. Biden
2. Trump

141. [miselstolen]
Referring to the 2020 election, Donald Trump said, the “election was stolen…” Do you believe Trump's statement is true or false?

1. True
2. False

142. [mishunter]
As you may recall, shortly before the 2020 election a story emerged that Joe Biden’s son, Hunter, had lost a laptop that contained emails in which he contacted representatives of foreign governments about business deals. Do you think the emails were genuine or not?

1. Emails were genuine
2. Emails were not genuine

143. [jan6self]
On January 6, 2021, a large group of people clashed with U.S. Capitol police and entered the U.S. Capitol while Congress was in the process of declaring Joe Biden the winner of the election. Is it more accurate to call this group’s entry of the Capitol a [justified protest or a criminal attack/criminal attack or a justified protest]? [RANDOMIZE WORDING, RESPONSE OPTIONS]

1. Justified protest
2. Criminal attack

144. [jan6str]
How strongly do you feel that way?

1. Very strongly
2. Moderately strongly
3. A little

145. [jan6trump]
How much responsibility do you think Donald Trump bears for the violence that occurred on January 6, 2021 at the United States Capitol?

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
4. None at all
146. [jan6sent]

Do you think the legal punishments for people who forced their way into the United States Capitol (on January 6, 2021) have been [far too harsh, somewhat too harsh, just right, somewhat too mild, or far too mild/ far too mild, somewhat too mild, just right, somewhat too harsh, or far too harsh]? [RANDOMIZE WORDING, RESPONSE OPTIONS]

1. Far too mild
2. Somewhat too mild
3. Just right
4. Somewhat too harsh
5. Far too harsh

[ELECTORAL INTEGRITY]

147. [confnatv]

How accurately do you think votes are counted in US elections?

1. Extremely accurately
2. Very accurately
3. Moderately accurately
4. Not too accurately
5. Not at all accurately

148. [electel]

If you had to choose, which of the following do you think is a bigger problem for US elections?

1. Ineligible voters being allowed to vote
2. Eligible voters not being allowed to vote

149. [electelstr]

How strongly do you feel that way?

1. Very strongly
2. Moderately strongly
3. A little

150. [elinteg]

Which of the following two statements do you think is most likely to be true?

1. Election officials are trying to get election results right
2. Election officials are trying to advantage particular candidates
151. [elintegstr]
How strongly do you feel that way?

1. Very strongly
2. Moderately strongly
3. A little

152. [elintegconf]
How confident are you in the integrity of the U.S. election system?

1. Extremely confident
2. Very confident
3. Moderately confident
4. Not very confident
5. Not at all confident

153. [elstem]
Some people are concerned about a variety of ways that votes might be inaccurately counted in elections, while others do not feel that these issues arise very often at all. Please indicate how often you think each of the following issues occurs in elections in your state.

[GRIDDED, RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]

154. [eldouble] A voter casts more than one ballot

1. Very often
2. Fairly often
3. Occassionally
4. Rarely
5. Never

155. [elcitizen] A non-US citizen votes illegally

1. Very often
2. Fairly often
3. Occassionally
4. Rarely
5. Never

156. [elthrow] Voter absentee ballots or mail ballots are intentionally not counted after being submitted

   1. Very often
   2. Fairly often
   3. Occassionally
   4. Rarely
   5. Never

157. [email] Fraudulent votes are cast by mail

   1. Very often
   2. Fairly often
   3. Occassionally
   4. Rarely
   5. Never

158. [edead] Votes are cast on behalf of dead people

   1. Very often
   2. Fairly often
   3. Occassionally
   4. Rarely
   5. Never

159. [elmachine] Voting machines fail to record votes correctly

   1. Very often
   2. Fairly often
   3. Occassionally
   4. Rarely
   5. Never

[POLITICAL EFFICACY]

160. [eff]

   How much do you feel that having elections makes the government pay attention to what the people think?

   1. A great deal
We'd like to get your feelings toward some people and groups who are in the news these days. We'll show the name of a group and we'd like you to rate that group using something we call the feeling thermometer.

Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward the group. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel favorable toward the group and that you don't care too much for that group. You would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you don't feel particularly warm or cold toward the group.

If we come to a group whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that group. Just click Next and we'll move on to the next one.

How would you rate blacks?
How would you rate whites?
How would you rate Black people?
How would you rate White people?
How would you rate Hispanics?
How would you rate Asians?
How would you rate the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)?
How would you rate the U.S. Supreme Court?
How would you rate Donald Trump?
How would you rate Joe Biden?
170. [ftdem] How would you rate Democrats?

171. [ftrep] How would you rate Republicans?

172. [ftteach] How would you rate teachers?

173. [ftfem] How would you rate feminists?

174. [ftnfem] How would you rate non-feminists?

175. [ftjourn] How would you rate journalists?

176. [ftmen] How would you rate men?

177. [ftwomen] How would you rate women?

178. [fttrans] How would you rate transgender people?

179. [jan6therm] How would you rate people who forced their way in to the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021?

[RACISM]
180. [rprob]

In the United States, how serious a problem is racism?

1. Not at all serious
2. Slightly serious
3. Moderately serious
4. Very serious
5. Extremely serious

[FEMINIST ATTITUDES]
181. [feminist]

Do you consider yourself a strong feminist, a feminist, not a feminist, or an anti-feminist?

1. Strong feminist
2. Feminist
3. Not a feminist/non-feminist
4. Anti-feminist

182. [femwell] [IF feminist = 1 OR 2]
How well does the term ‘feminist’ describe you?

1. Extremely well
2. Very well
3. Moderately well
4. Slightly well
5. Not well at all

183. [nonfemwell] [IF feminist = 3 OR 4]
How well does the term ‘not a feminist/non-feminist’ describe you?

1. Extremely well
2. Very well
3. Moderately well
4. Slightly well
5. Not well at all

184. [femimp] [IF femwell = 1, 2, 3, OR 4]
How important is it to you to be a feminist?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

185. [nonfemimp] [IF nonfemwell = 1, 2, 3, OR 4]
How important is it to you not to be a feminist?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

[RACIAL RESENTMENT]

186. [rrstem]
Do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly with each of the following statements?
Mark one answer in each row.

[GRID, ONE RESPONSE PER ROW, RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]

[IF RAND_GRP = 1, then rr1a-rr4a=blacks, whites. IF RAND_GRP = 2, then rr1b-rr4b=Black people, White people]

187. [rr1a/rr1b]
Irish, Italians, Jewish and many other minorities overcame prejudice and worked their way up. (Blacks/Black people) should do the same without any special favors.

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree or disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

188. [rr2a/rr2b]
Generations of slavery and discrimination have created conditions that make it difficult for (blacks/Black people) to work their way out of the lower class.

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree or disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

189. [rr3a/rr3b]
Over the past few years, (blacks/Black people) have gotten less than they deserve.

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree or disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

190. [rr4a/rr4b]
It's really a matter of some people not trying hard enough; if (blacks/Black people) would only try harder they could be just as well off as (whites/White people).

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree or disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

[POLITICAL TOLERANCE]

191. [leastliked]

From this list, please select the group that you like the least:

1. Gun rights activists
2. Abortion rights activists
3. January 6 protesters
4. Black Lives Matter protesters

192. [tolfire]

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose firing [leastliked] from their jobs?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

193. [tolrally]

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose [leastliked] being allowed to hold public rallies in your city or town?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

[RACIAL STEREOTYPES]

194. [stereostem]

Now we have some questions about different groups in our society. We're going to show you a seven-point scale on which the characteristics of the people in a group can be rated. In the first statement a score of '1' means that you think almost all of the people in that group tend to be 'hard-working.' A score of '7' means that you think most people in the group are 'lazy.' A score of '4' means that you think
that most people in the group are not closer to one end or the other, and of course, you may choose any number in between.

Where would you rate each group in general on this scale?

Mark one answer in each row.

[GRID HARD-WORKING, RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]

[GRID INTELLIGENT, SAME ORDER AS HARD-WORKING, RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]

195. [swhwork] Whites

1. Hard-working
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Lazy

196. [sblwork] Blacks

1. Hard-working
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Lazy

197. [slawork] Hispanic-Americans

1. Hard-working
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Lazy

198. [saswork] Asian-Americans

1. Hard-working
Next, we're going to show you a seven-point scale on which the characteristics of the people in a group can be rated. In the first statement a score of '1' means that you think almost all of the people in that group tend to be intelligent.' A score of '7' means that you think most people in the group are 'unintelligent.' A score of '4' means that you think that most people in the group are not closer to one end or the other, and of course, you may choose any number in between.

Where would you rate each group in general on this scale?

199. [swhintel] Whites

   1. Intelligent
   2.
   3.
   4.
   5.
   6.
   7. Unintelligent

200. [sblintel] Blacks

   1. Intelligent
   2.
   3.
   4.
   5.
   6.
   7. Unintelligent

201. [slaintel] Hispanic-Americans

   1. Intelligent
   2.
   3.
   4.
   5.
   6.
   7. Unintelligent
202. [sasintel] Asian-Americans

1. Intelligent
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Unintelligent

203. [gdiffstem]

On average, racial groups differ in outcomes. For example, Black and Hispanic Americans have worse jobs, income, and housing than White Americans. To what extent do you believe these differences are...

Mark one answer in each row.

[GRID, ONE RESPONSE PER ROW, RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GRID]

204. [gdiffpolicy] Due to racist policies and practices?

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

205. [gdiffbiol] Due to biological differences between racial groups?

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

206. [gdiffculture] Due to cultural differences between racial groups?

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

[IDENTITIES]

207. [identabort] Regarding abortion, do you usually think of yourself as pro-choice, pro-life, or something else?
1. Pro-choice
2. Pro-life
[identabort_os]
3. Something else {Specify} [TEXT BOX]

208. [idfundevan] Do you consider yourself a Christian fundamentalist, an evangelical, both, or neither?
1. Fundamentalist
2. Evangelical
3. Both
4. Neither

[IDENTITY IMPORTANCE]

209. [impstem] Next, we'd like to know how important each of these is to your identity.

[RANDOMIZE IMPORTANCE ITEMS impabortid-impamerid AND RECORD ORDER]

210. [impabortid] [IF identabort = 1, 2] How important is being [pro-choice/pro-life] to your identity?
1. Not at all important
2. A little important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

211. [imppartyid] [IF independent, Democratic, Republican] How important is being [a Democrat/a Republican/an independent] to your identity?
1. Not at all important
2. A little important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

212. [impfundid] [IF idfundevan = 1 OR 3]

How important is being a Christian fundamentalist to your identity?

1. Not at all important
2. A little important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

213. [impevanid] [IF idfundevan = 2 OR 3]

How important is being an evangelical to your identity?

1. Not at all important
2. A little important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

214. [impamerid] How important is being American to your identity?

1. Not at all important
2. A little important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

215. [imphipid]

[ALWAYS ASK imphipid BEFORE race importance items]

[ASK HISPANIC AND RACE ITEMS USING eth AND race]

[Ask if Hispanic]

How important is being Hispanic to your identity?
1. Not at all important
2. A little important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

216. [impwhite] [Ask if white]

How important is being White to your identity?

1. Not at all important
2. A little important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

217. [impblackid] [Ask if black]

How important is being Black or African American to your identity?

1. Not at all important
2. A little important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

218. [impasianid] [Ask if Asian]

How important is being Asian to your identity?

1. Not at all important
2. A little important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

219. [impnatid] [Ask if American Indian or Alaska Native]

How important is being American Indian or Alaska Native to your identity?

1. Not at all important
2. A little important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important
220. [impnhpiid]  [Ask if Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander]  

How important is being Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander to your identity?  

1. Not at all important  
2. A little important  
3. Moderately important  
4. Very important  
5. Extremely important

[ROLE OF SCHOOLS]

221. [racecf]  Do you think public schools focus too much on race and racism, too little on race and racism, or is the focus about right?  

1. Far too much  
2. Somewhat too much  
3. The focus is about right  
4. Somewhat too little  
5. Far too little

222. [scprobstem]  Thinking about schools, how serious a problem is each of the following?  

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER, GRID]

223. [scprob1]  School administrators pushing a political agenda  

1. Extremely serious  
2. Very serious  
3. Moderately serious  
4. Slightly serious  
5. Not at all serious

224. [scprob2]  Threats of violence against public school officials  

1. Extremely serious  
2. Very serious  
3. Moderately serious  
4. Slightly serious  
5. Not at all serious
225. **scprob5**  Parents not having enough say over what is taught in schools

1. Extremely serious
2. Very serious
3. Moderately serious
4. Slightly serious
5. Not at all serious

226. **scprob7**  Banning books from school libraries

1. Extremely serious
2. Very serious
3. Moderately serious
4. Slightly serious
5. Not at all serious

**[GREAT REPLACEMENT]**

227. **nonwhite3**  The demographic makeup of America is changing, with the U.S. Census Bureau estimating white people will become a minority. How positive or negative do you find these changes?

1. Very positive
2. Somewhat positive
3. Neither positive nor negative
4. Somewhat negative
5. Very negative

**[RACIAL PRIVILEGE]**

228. **whpriv**  In American society, do you think that being White comes with advantages, disadvantages, or doesn't it matter?

1. Advantages
2. Disadvantages
3. It doesn't matter

229. **whpriv2**  [IF whpriv=1 OR 2]

Is that many (advantages/disadvantages) or just a few?

1. Many
2. Just a few
230. **blpriv**  In American society, do you think that being Black comes with advantages, disadvantages, or doesn't it matter?

   1. Advantages  
   2. Disadvantages  
   3. It doesn't matter

231. **blpriv2**  [IF blpriv=1 OR 2] Is that many (advantages/disadvantages) or just a few?

   1. Many  
   2. Just a few

232. **hipriv**  In American society, do you think that being Hispanic comes with advantages, disadvantages, or doesn't it matter?

   1. Advantages  
   2. Disadvantages  
   3. It doesn't matter

233. **hipriv2**  [IF hipriv=1 OR 2] Is that many (advantages/disadvantages) or just a few?

   1. Many  
   2. Just a few

234. **aspriv**  In American society, do you think that being Asian comes with advantages, disadvantages, or doesn't it matter?

   1. Advantages  
   2. Disadvantages  
   3. It doesn't matter

235. **aspriv2**  [IF aspriv=1 OR 2] Is that many (advantages/disadvantages) or just a few?

   1. Many  
   2. Just a few